10 ', observed in the kaon system. These expectations are particularly keen for transitions involving the bottom (b) quark.
Within the six-quark Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) model, ' these general expectations are fulfilled.
In this model, CP nonconservation cannot occur in on-shell transitions below the charm threshold. it is proportional to U~, U". With this, we obtain (I' -I')/(I'+ I') -= -xo. sin2y/(1+y cos2y), (4) where y =arg(U"U"U"*).
Instead of considering a single Bp r'+ r-Bl f I'+Clg I'+»e(f*g) ' (7) where A =+"2A"A"sin(q"-q"), B =+A"', C =+3"', and D =+2A"X"cos(g"-g").
We shall briefly discuss the magnitude of these CP asymmetries taking a [Eq. (6) Figure 2 shows a for cos5 &0. We have also examined a for the case cos5 &0 as well as the asymmetries given in Eqs. (4) Method (B). -The quark amplitudes of Fig. 1 correspond to decays of the type' B -DK$X"and B -DK$X". The two amplitudes can be made to interfere if a common decay channel K$+K$+X"' is detected. Let A"e'"» and X"e'"~be the magni- 
